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this second edition of historical dictionary of the berbers contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 200 cross referenced entries on
important personalities places events institutions and aspects of culture society economy and politics the stoics dante the philosophers of the enlightenment h g wells world federalists would be
reformers of the united nations and many others have all thought albeit in very different ways in cosmopolitan or world terms this book traces the history of western political thinking about world
citizenship and the world state it analyses the manifold forms in which the basic concept of a world polity has been expounded and shows that despite objections to the very notion and its failure to be
implemented it still remains a potent ideal first published in 1970 the cambridge history of islam is a most comprehensive and ambitious collaborative survey of islamic history and civilization on
publication it was welcomed as a work useful both for reference and reading for the general reader student and specialist alike it has now been reprinted with corrections and for ease of handling the
original two hardcover volumes have each been divided into two separate paperbacks this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this is an extremely wide ranging and
interdisciplinary survey of colonization from its origins to the post colonial world original and lively it offers the student a wide focus featuring africa america asia australia europe japan and the
ussr an interpretation drawn from cultural and social history with sections on myth literature film and philosophy constant reference to implications for the present world situation a comprehensive
synthesis of the background context and expansion of colonization a comparative thematic discussion of the impact of imperialism extensive coverage and analysis of decolonization very simply a key
publication for the study of colonization a study of the american government s influence in france during the critical postwar period algeria sits at the crossroads of the atlantic european arab and
african worlds yet unlike the wars in korea and vietnam algeria s fight for independence has rarely been viewed as an international conflict even forty years later it is remembered as the scene of a
national drama that culminated with charles de gaulle s decision to grant algerians their independence despite assassination attempts mutinies and settler insurrection yet as matthew connelly
demonstrates the war the algerians fought occupied a world stage one in which the u s and the ussr israel and egypt great britain germany and china all played key roles recognizing the futility of
confronting france in a purely military struggle the front de lib ration nationale instead sought to exploit the cold war competition and regional rivalries the spread of mass communications and
emigrant communities and the proliferation of international and non governmental organizations by harnessing the forces of nascent globalization they divided france internally and isolated it from the
world community and by winning rights and recognition as algeria s legitimate rulers without actually liberating the national territory they rewrote the rules of international relations based on
research spanning three continents and including for the first time the rebels own archives this study offers a landmark reevaluation of one of the great anti colonial struggles as well as a model of
the new international history it will appeal to historians of post colonial studies twentieth century diplomacy europe africa and the middle east a diplomatic revolution was winner of the 2003
stuart l bernath prize of the society for historians of american foreign relations and the akira iriye international history book award the foundation for pacific quest google play ���������� many
books were written in the middle ages about alexander the great and still more books have been written about those books in the last hundred years in this classic study of the medieval alexander first
published in 1956 george cary approached the problem from an altogether different angle using material which none of his predecessors had exploited he asked himself the simple question what did people
really think about alexander in the middle ages the resultant answers proved various and unexpected changing from age to age and from group to group published posthumously cary s study was edited
by d j a ross who corrected certain details added some footnotes and included an additional section on the histoire ancienne jusqu a cesar to this were also added a number of illustrative plates and an
appendix on the origins of the greek alexander romance presents step by step instructions for making more than two dozen japanese appetizers basic dishes main courses and sweets that one might see in a
manga shows how to use chopsticks and assemble bento boxed lunches and features manga style illustrations volume one of the new cambridge history of islam which surveys the political and cultural
history of islam from its late antique origins until the eleventh century brings together contributions from leading scholars in the field the book is divided into four parts the first provides an overview
of the physical and political geography of the late antique middle east the second charts the rise of islam and the emergence of the islamic political order under the umayyad and the abbasid caliphs of
the seventh eighth and ninth centuries followed by the dissolution of the empire in the tenth and eleventh regionalism the overlapping histories of the empire s provinces is the focus of part three while part
four provides a cutting edge discussion of the sources and controversies of early islamic history including a survey of numismatics archaeology and material culture recommendations and report
outlining operational aspects suggested national strategies nonaboriginal material this book applies some of the procedures of modern critical theory in particular reception theory deconstruction
theories of dialogue and the hermeneutics associated with the german philosopher gadamer to the interpretation of latin poetry charles martindale argues that we neither can nor should attempt to
return to an original meaning for ancient poems free from later accretions and the processes of appropriation more traditional approaches to literary enquiry conceal a metaphysics which has been put in
question by various anti foundationalist accounts of the nature of meaning and the relationship between language and what it describes from this perspective the author examines different readings of
the poetry of virgil ovid horace and lucan in order to suggest alternative ways in which those texts might more profitably be read finally he focuses on a key term for such study translation and
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examines the epistemological questions it raises and seeks to circumvent translation of christine s autobiographical vision both dealing with her own life and career and offering a possible solution to
the troubled state of france at the time beschrijving van geschiedenis religie cultuur politiek en samenleving van de volksstam die in het grensgebied van libanon isra�l en syri� leeft international regional
organizations are created to serve the interests of the member states the arab league the second oldest continuously existing regional organization of its kind only the organization of american states
has a longer history was established in 1945 to serve in the view of the founding fathers the interests and aspirations of the arab people the main objective of this study is to show that regional
organizations are often used by the major regional powers to advance their foreign policy goals as the case of egypt in the league of arab states during the tenure of president gamal abdel nasser
clearly shows first published in 1985 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company this landmark collection presents a wide variety of viewpoints on the value and role of reception
theory within the modern discipline of classics a pioneering collection looking at the role reception theory plays or could play within the modern discipline of classics emphasizes theoretical aspects of
reception written by a wide range of contributors from young scholars to established figures from europe the uk and the usa draws on material from many different fields from translation studies to
the visual arts and from politics to performance sets the agenda for classics in the future need a solid foundation in motor skills whether you ll be working with elite athletes or patients in physical
therapy motor learning and control will guide you through the concepts you need to understand and apply its strong research base clear presentation and practical applications make it a book that
stands out in the field with the concept approach as a focus it will help you learn the basics and encourage you to do further exploration book jacket this book suggests that the protracted french
imperial breakdown in north africa also played a vital role in shaping france s relations with britain and its nato allies book jacket second revised edition of a pottery handbook for beginner and
experienced potters providing instructions for making decorating glazing and firing thrown hand built and cast or moulded pottery including paper clay glazes firings and kilns a suppliers list and
glossary is included and gallery spreads present the work of modern potters concise and accessible this guide provides an overview of the process of british decolonisation dr white syntheses recent
historical debate by looking at the demise of british imperial power from three main perspectives the shifting emphases of british imperial policy the rise of populist colonial nationalism and the
international political strategic and economic environment dominated by the usa and the ussr the book also positions the british experience within the context of european decolonisation and contains
many documents which have only recently become available introducing the reader to the key debates it the ideal introductory text on the subject in the middle ages the life story of alexander the great
was a well traveled tale known in numerous versions many of them derived from the ancient greek alexander romance it was told and re told throughout europe india the middle east and central asia the
essays collected in alexander the great in the middle ages examine these remarkable legends not merely as stories of conquest and discovery but also as representations of otherness migration
translation cosmopolitanism and diaspora alongside studies of the alexander legend in medieval and early modern latin english french german and persian alexander the great in the middle ages breaks new
ground by examining rarer topics such as hebrew alexander romances coptic and arabic alexander materials and early modern malay versions of the alexander legend brought together in this wide ranging
collection these essays testify to the enduring fascination and transcultural adaptability of medieval stories about the extraordinary macedonian leader foreign correspondent edward behr s work
frequently took him to algeria and in 1958 he first published this book the algerian problem written at a time when the war was far from over and going back a century or more over the background it
was widely considered a fair assessment of a problem which many frenchmen reckoned no foreigner could possibly understand the book had the virtue of being written by a french speaking outsider with
some understanding of and sympathy for the positions of both the french and the algerians it was considered to be compulsory reading at the united states department of state mr behr is the member of
the paris bureau of time life charged with north african affairs and he knows the subject from long and bitter experience in so far as it is possible he has kept an objective mind about algeria he is accurate
concise and thoughtful of the score or so books about the war his is easily the best new statesman many british politicians planters and doctors attempted to exploit the fertility of afro caribbean
women s bodies in order to ensure the economic success of the british empire during the age of abolition abolitionist reformers hoped that a homegrown labor force would end the need for the atlantic
slave trade by establishing the ubiquity of visions of fertility and subsequent economic growth during this time the politics of reproduction sheds fresh light on the oft debated question of whether
abolitionism was understood by contemporaries as economically beneficial to the plantation colonies at the same time katherine paugh makes novel assertions about the importance of britain s caribbean
colonies in the emergence of population as a political problem the need to manipulate the labor market on caribbean plantations led to the creation of new governmental strategies for managing sex and
childbearing such as centralized nurseries discouragement of extended breastfeeding and financial incentives for childbearing that have become commonplace in our modern world while assessing the politics
of reproduction in the british empire and its caribbean colonies in relationship to major political events such as the haitian revolution the study also focuses in on the island of barbados the remarkable
story of an enslaved midwife and her family illustrates how plantation management policies designed to promote fertility affected afro caribbean women during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries the politics of reproduction draws on a wide variety of sources including debates in the british parliament and the barbados house of assembly the records of barbadian plantations tracts
about plantation management published by doctors and plantation owners and missionary records related to the island of barbados defining spirituality as the dynamic unity between the content of a
faith and the way in which it is lived by historically determined human beings vauchez steps outside the clerical world usually studied to trace the religious mentality of the laity the ordinary and
often illiterate majority of christians it has often been held that scholasticism destroyed the literary theory that was emerging during the twelfth century renaissance and hence discussion of late
medieval literary works has tended to derive its critical vocabulary from modern not medieval theory in medieval theory of authorship now reissued with a new preface by the author alastair minnis
asks is it not better to search again for a conceptual equipment which is at once historically valid and theoretically illuminating minnis has found such writings in the glosses and commentaries on the
authoritative latin writers studied in schools and universities between 1100 and 1400 the prologues to these commentaries provide valuable insight into the medieval theory of authorship of special
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significance is scriptural exegesis for medieval scholars found the bible the most difficult text to describe appropriately and accurately explores the social composition of the jamaican slaveholding
class during the era of the british campaign to end slavery looking at their efforts to maintain control over local society and considering how their economic cultural and military dependency on the
colonial metropole meant that they were unable to avert the ending of british slavery tells the extraordinary story of a feudal fiefdom in southern morocco in the early twentieth century thoroughly
sharp and honest treatment of a brutal conflict the algerian war 1954 1962 was a savage colonial war killing an estimated one million muslim algerians and expelling the same number of european
settlers from their homes it was to cause the fall of six french prime minsters and the collapse of the fourth repbulic it came close to bringing down de gaulle and twice to plunging france into civil war
the story told here contains heroism and tragedy and poses issues of enduring relevance beyond the confines of either geography or time horne writes with the extreme intelligence and perspicacity that
are his trademarks in a tumultuous era of atlantic revolutions a remarkable group of african born and african descended individuals transformed themselves from slaves into active agents of their lives
and times through prodigious archival research landers alters our vision of the breadth and extent of the age of revolution and our understanding of its actors in the 1960s and 1970s there was a
remarkable development of interest in political education not only in britain but also in other countries namely the usa germany and australia this volume provides scholars and teachers in this field
with a picture of british work in the area of political education presents essays on the medieval european catholic church
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Historical Dictionary of the Berbers (Imazighen)

2017-03-27

this second edition of historical dictionary of the berbers contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 200 cross referenced entries on
important personalities places events institutions and aspects of culture society economy and politics

World Citizenship and Government

1996-06-21

the stoics dante the philosophers of the enlightenment h g wells world federalists would be reformers of the united nations and many others have all thought albeit in very different ways in
cosmopolitan or world terms this book traces the history of western political thinking about world citizenship and the world state it analyses the manifold forms in which the basic concept of a
world polity has been expounded and shows that despite objections to the very notion and its failure to be implemented it still remains a potent ideal

The Cambridge History of Islam: Volume 2B, Islamic Society and Civilisation

1978-09-07

first published in 1970 the cambridge history of islam is a most comprehensive and ambitious collaborative survey of islamic history and civilization on publication it was welcomed as a work useful
both for reference and reading for the general reader student and specialist alike it has now been reprinted with corrections and for ease of handling the original two hardcover volumes have each been
divided into two separate paperbacks

Hubert & John Van Eyck

2022-10-27

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Cambridge History of Islam

1970

this is an extremely wide ranging and interdisciplinary survey of colonization from its origins to the post colonial world original and lively it offers the student a wide focus featuring africa america
asia australia europe japan and the ussr an interpretation drawn from cultural and social history with sections on myth literature film and philosophy constant reference to implications for the
present world situation a comprehensive synthesis of the background context and expansion of colonization a comparative thematic discussion of the impact of imperialism extensive coverage and
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analysis of decolonization very simply a key publication for the study of colonization

Colonization

2005-08-19

a study of the american government s influence in france during the critical postwar period

The United States and the Making of Postwar France, 1945-1954

1991-05-31

algeria sits at the crossroads of the atlantic european arab and african worlds yet unlike the wars in korea and vietnam algeria s fight for independence has rarely been viewed as an international
conflict even forty years later it is remembered as the scene of a national drama that culminated with charles de gaulle s decision to grant algerians their independence despite assassination attempts
mutinies and settler insurrection yet as matthew connelly demonstrates the war the algerians fought occupied a world stage one in which the u s and the ussr israel and egypt great britain germany and
china all played key roles recognizing the futility of confronting france in a purely military struggle the front de lib ration nationale instead sought to exploit the cold war competition and regional
rivalries the spread of mass communications and emigrant communities and the proliferation of international and non governmental organizations by harnessing the forces of nascent globalization they
divided france internally and isolated it from the world community and by winning rights and recognition as algeria s legitimate rulers without actually liberating the national territory they rewrote
the rules of international relations based on research spanning three continents and including for the first time the rebels own archives this study offers a landmark reevaluation of one of the great anti
colonial struggles as well as a model of the new international history it will appeal to historians of post colonial studies twentieth century diplomacy europe africa and the middle east a diplomatic
revolution was winner of the 2003 stuart l bernath prize of the society for historians of american foreign relations and the akira iriye international history book award the foundation for pacific
quest

A Diplomatic Revolution

2002-04-11

google play ����������

Louise de la Valliere (��������)

2011-03-15

many books were written in the middle ages about alexander the great and still more books have been written about those books in the last hundred years in this classic study of the medieval alexander
first published in 1956 george cary approached the problem from an altogether different angle using material which none of his predecessors had exploited he asked himself the simple question what did
people really think about alexander in the middle ages the resultant answers proved various and unexpected changing from age to age and from group to group published posthumously cary s study was
edited by d j a ross who corrected certain details added some footnotes and included an additional section on the histoire ancienne jusqu a cesar to this were also added a number of illustrative plates
and an appendix on the origins of the greek alexander romance
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The Medieval Alexander

2009-02-12

presents step by step instructions for making more than two dozen japanese appetizers basic dishes main courses and sweets that one might see in a manga shows how to use chopsticks and assemble bento
boxed lunches and features manga style illustrations

The Manga Cookbook

2007

volume one of the new cambridge history of islam which surveys the political and cultural history of islam from its late antique origins until the eleventh century brings together contributions from
leading scholars in the field the book is divided into four parts the first provides an overview of the physical and political geography of the late antique middle east the second charts the rise of islam
and the emergence of the islamic political order under the umayyad and the abbasid caliphs of the seventh eighth and ninth centuries followed by the dissolution of the empire in the tenth and eleventh
regionalism the overlapping histories of the empire s provinces is the focus of part three while part four provides a cutting edge discussion of the sources and controversies of early islamic history
including a survey of numismatics archaeology and material culture

The New Cambridge History of Islam

2010-11-04

recommendations and report outlining operational aspects suggested national strategies nonaboriginal material

Primary Health Care

1978

this book applies some of the procedures of modern critical theory in particular reception theory deconstruction theories of dialogue and the hermeneutics associated with the german philosopher
gadamer to the interpretation of latin poetry charles martindale argues that we neither can nor should attempt to return to an original meaning for ancient poems free from later accretions and the
processes of appropriation more traditional approaches to literary enquiry conceal a metaphysics which has been put in question by various anti foundationalist accounts of the nature of meaning and
the relationship between language and what it describes from this perspective the author examines different readings of the poetry of virgil ovid horace and lucan in order to suggest alternative ways in
which those texts might more profitably be read finally he focuses on a key term for such study translation and examines the epistemological questions it raises and seeks to circumvent

Redeeming the Text

1993

translation of christine s autobiographical vision both dealing with her own life and career and offering a possible solution to the troubled state of france at the time
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The Vision of Christine de Pizan

2005

beschrijving van geschiedenis religie cultuur politiek en samenleving van de volksstam die in het grensgebied van libanon isra�l en syri� leeft

Explorations in Communication

1970

international regional organizations are created to serve the interests of the member states the arab league the second oldest continuously existing regional organization of its kind only the
organization of american states has a longer history was established in 1945 to serve in the view of the founding fathers the interests and aspirations of the arab people the main objective of this
study is to show that regional organizations are often used by the major regional powers to advance their foreign policy goals as the case of egypt in the league of arab states during the tenure of
president gamal abdel nasser clearly shows first published in 1985 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Druze

1988-01-01

this landmark collection presents a wide variety of viewpoints on the value and role of reception theory within the modern discipline of classics a pioneering collection looking at the role reception
theory plays or could play within the modern discipline of classics emphasizes theoretical aspects of reception written by a wide range of contributors from young scholars to established figures from
europe the uk and the usa draws on material from many different fields from translation studies to the visual arts and from politics to performance sets the agenda for classics in the future

The Ancient Near East

1969

need a solid foundation in motor skills whether you ll be working with elite athletes or patients in physical therapy motor learning and control will guide you through the concepts you need to
understand and apply its strong research base clear presentation and practical applications make it a book that stands out in the field with the concept approach as a focus it will help you learn the
basics and encourage you to do further exploration book jacket

Struggle For The Arab World

2019-01-22

this book suggests that the protracted french imperial breakdown in north africa also played a vital role in shaping france s relations with britain and its nato allies book jacket
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Classics and the Uses of Reception

2008-04-15

second revised edition of a pottery handbook for beginner and experienced potters providing instructions for making decorating glazing and firing thrown hand built and cast or moulded pottery including
paper clay glazes firings and kilns a suppliers list and glossary is included and gallery spreads present the work of modern potters

Motor Learning

1993

concise and accessible this guide provides an overview of the process of british decolonisation dr white syntheses recent historical debate by looking at the demise of british imperial power from three main
perspectives the shifting emphases of british imperial policy the rise of populist colonial nationalism and the international political strategic and economic environment dominated by the usa and the ussr
the book also positions the british experience within the context of european decolonisation and contains many documents which have only recently become available introducing the reader to the key
debates it the ideal introductory text on the subject

The French North African Crisis

2000-09-08

in the middle ages the life story of alexander the great was a well traveled tale known in numerous versions many of them derived from the ancient greek alexander romance it was told and re told
throughout europe india the middle east and central asia the essays collected in alexander the great in the middle ages examine these remarkable legends not merely as stories of conquest and discovery
but also as representations of otherness migration translation cosmopolitanism and diaspora alongside studies of the alexander legend in medieval and early modern latin english french german and
persian alexander the great in the middle ages breaks new ground by examining rarer topics such as hebrew alexander romances coptic and arabic alexander materials and early modern malay versions of
the alexander legend brought together in this wide ranging collection these essays testify to the enduring fascination and transcultural adaptability of medieval stories about the extraordinary
macedonian leader

The Complete Potter's Companion

2003

foreign correspondent edward behr s work frequently took him to algeria and in 1958 he first published this book the algerian problem written at a time when the war was far from over and going back a
century or more over the background it was widely considered a fair assessment of a problem which many frenchmen reckoned no foreigner could possibly understand the book had the virtue of being
written by a french speaking outsider with some understanding of and sympathy for the positions of both the french and the algerians it was considered to be compulsory reading at the united states
department of state mr behr is the member of the paris bureau of time life charged with north african affairs and he knows the subject from long and bitter experience in so far as it is possible he has kept an
objective mind about algeria he is accurate concise and thoughtful of the score or so books about the war his is easily the best new statesman
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Decolonisation

2013-10-03

many british politicians planters and doctors attempted to exploit the fertility of afro caribbean women s bodies in order to ensure the economic success of the british empire during the age of abolition
abolitionist reformers hoped that a homegrown labor force would end the need for the atlantic slave trade by establishing the ubiquity of visions of fertility and subsequent economic growth during
this time the politics of reproduction sheds fresh light on the oft debated question of whether abolitionism was understood by contemporaries as economically beneficial to the plantation colonies at
the same time katherine paugh makes novel assertions about the importance of britain s caribbean colonies in the emergence of population as a political problem the need to manipulate the labor market on
caribbean plantations led to the creation of new governmental strategies for managing sex and childbearing such as centralized nurseries discouragement of extended breastfeeding and financial incentives
for childbearing that have become commonplace in our modern world while assessing the politics of reproduction in the british empire and its caribbean colonies in relationship to major political events
such as the haitian revolution the study also focuses in on the island of barbados the remarkable story of an enslaved midwife and her family illustrates how plantation management policies designed to
promote fertility affected afro caribbean women during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the politics of reproduction draws on a wide variety of sources including debates in the british
parliament and the barbados house of assembly the records of barbadian plantations tracts about plantation management published by doctors and plantation owners and missionary records related
to the island of barbados

Alexander the Great in the Middle Ages

2016-01-01

defining spirituality as the dynamic unity between the content of a faith and the way in which it is lived by historically determined human beings vauchez steps outside the clerical world usually studied
to trace the religious mentality of the laity the ordinary and often illiterate majority of christians

Kyng Alisaunder

1952

it has often been held that scholasticism destroyed the literary theory that was emerging during the twelfth century renaissance and hence discussion of late medieval literary works has tended to
derive its critical vocabulary from modern not medieval theory in medieval theory of authorship now reissued with a new preface by the author alastair minnis asks is it not better to search again for a
conceptual equipment which is at once historically valid and theoretically illuminating minnis has found such writings in the glosses and commentaries on the authoritative latin writers studied in
schools and universities between 1100 and 1400 the prologues to these commentaries provide valuable insight into the medieval theory of authorship of special significance is scriptural exegesis for
medieval scholars found the bible the most difficult text to describe appropriately and accurately

England and France in the Fifteenth Century

1870

explores the social composition of the jamaican slaveholding class during the era of the british campaign to end slavery looking at their efforts to maintain control over local society and considering
how their economic cultural and military dependency on the colonial metropole meant that they were unable to avert the ending of british slavery
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The Algerian Problem

2017-06-28

tells the extraordinary story of a feudal fiefdom in southern morocco in the early twentieth century

Politics of Reproduction

2017

thoroughly sharp and honest treatment of a brutal conflict the algerian war 1954 1962 was a savage colonial war killing an estimated one million muslim algerians and expelling the same number of
european settlers from their homes it was to cause the fall of six french prime minsters and the collapse of the fourth repbulic it came close to bringing down de gaulle and twice to plunging france into
civil war the story told here contains heroism and tragedy and poses issues of enduring relevance beyond the confines of either geography or time horne writes with the extreme intelligence and
perspicacity that are his trademarks

The Spirituality of the Medieval West

1993

in a tumultuous era of atlantic revolutions a remarkable group of african born and african descended individuals transformed themselves from slaves into active agents of their lives and times through
prodigious archival research landers alters our vision of the breadth and extent of the age of revolution and our understanding of its actors

Medieval Theory of Authorship

2012-03-13

in the 1960s and 1970s there was a remarkable development of interest in political education not only in britain but also in other countries namely the usa germany and australia this volume provides
scholars and teachers in this field with a picture of british work in the area of political education

Slaveholders in Jamaica

2015-10-06

presents essays on the medieval european catholic church

Lords of the Atlas

2004
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A Savage War of Peace

2012-08-09

Atlantic Creoles in the Age of Revolutions

2010-02-15

Essays on Political Education

2012

The Laity in the Middle Ages

1993

Britain and the Outside World

1976

Political Ideas in the Modern World

1971

Diary of Luca Di Maso Degli Albizzi, Captain of the Galleys, 1429-1430

1967
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